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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a rectangular matrix of complex numbers whose rows are partitioned 
into r arbitrary blocks:- 
A= 
The Moore-Penrose inverses of each of these blocks are used to form the matrix 
B=(A: ,...,A,+). It is shown that O< det(AB) < 1. This is a generalized version of 
Hadamard’s inequality. 
ThemrowsofAECmX” are partitioned into r arbitrary blocks: 
4 I./ A= : , A,ECkX”, i=l,..,, r, k,+--- +k,=m. 
The Moore-Penrose inverse of Ai, i = 1,. . . ,r, is the unique matrix Ai+ 
satisfying the relations 
AAI+A,=A,, Ai+AiAi+=Ai+, (AiAi+)*=AiAi+, (Ai+Ai)*=A,+Ai, 
where * denotes the conjugate transpose. These are used to form the matrix 
B=(A:,...,A;C)EC”=“. 
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Clearly, the determinant of the m X m matrix AB will be zero unless A 
~ full row rank. Therefore, from now on, it will be assumed that rank(A) = 
m < n. Thus, Ai’ has the explicit representation [ 1, p. 111 
has 
Ai+ =A:(A,A:)-‘, i=l,...,r; 
hence 
(A,A:)-1 0 
B = (A:, . . . ,A:) =A*D, 
0 (ArAT)-', 
where D is m X m. This leads to 
det(AB) =det(AA*)det(D) = 
det(AA*) 
, 
+lJr det (Ai A: ) 
equal to a real positive number. We will show that det(AB) < 1. 
Let I be the unit matrix whose order is clear from the context. Then 
’ I A,A,+ .a. A,&+’ 
A,A: Z - -. AsA,+ 
AB= . . . I 
A,.A: A,Az’ . . ’ z J 
and an immediate consequence of the formula 
=det( M,) det( M4- M3M<'M2), 
M, nonsingular, is the relation 
A2 
ii I 1 det(AB) =det ; (z-A,+A,)(A,+,...,A,+) 4 
(1) 
(2) = det(A”GA”*) det(D), 
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where 
, G= I-ATA,, and I?= 
I 
Since G and ATA, are both hermitian and idempotent, 
(A”G)(iG)* = A”GA”* =K* - (XA:A,)(X~,+A,)* (3) 
and the inequality that is to be established rests on the fact that the two 
matrices on the right can be simultaneously reduced to diagonal form. 
Indeed, let V be_+e unitary matrix which reduces the hermitian positive 
definite matrix AA* to diag( pi,. . . , h_ k,). Since ah the H are real and 
positive, let 
E=diag(~L;‘/~, . . ..&l@=E*. 
so that (3) becomes 
(EvA”G)(EvA”G)* = I- (EvLA~A,)(E~AA&~J*. 
Now let U be the unitary matrix which reduces the last matrix on the right 
to diag( ui, . . . , u~-~J, a, ) 0. Then 
But, from (1) and (2), A”GA”* is nonsingular, so that the hermitian matrix on 
the left is positive definite. Thus 0 <ai < 1, i = 1,. . . ,m - k,, and taking 
determinants on each side yields, after simplification, 
m-k, 
det(iGA”)=det(E-2). ;!I (l-u,) 
m-k, m-k, 
= jgl ~(l-q)< jvl k==det(fi*). 
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In view of (2), we have shown that 
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det( AB) < det 
Repeating the same procedure, we find, eventually, that 
det(AB) Q det(A,A:) = 1. 
This completes the proof. 
It has been shown that, for arbitrary A E Cmx” and B as defined above, 
0 < det(AB) < 1. The upper bound is attained when, for example, the parti- 
tion of A contains only one block, the matrix itself. Then B = A+, which is a 
right inverse to a full row rank A. 
It follows from (1) that 
det(AA*) < det(A,A:). + . det(A,A,!). 
When the block A,, i = 1, . . . , m, coincides with A(,), the ith row of an m X m 
matrix A, this reduces to Hadamard’s inequality 
IdetA G IJA(i . . . llA(m)lI, 
where (I.11 denotes the euclidian norm. 
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